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Abstrat Indexing videos by their image ontent is an important is-
sue for digital audiovisual arhives. While muh work has been devoted
to lassi�ation and indexing methods based on pereptual qualities of
images, suh as olor, shape and texture, there is also a need for las-
si�ation and indexing of some strutural properties of images. In this
paper, we present some methods for image lassi�ation in video, based
on the presene, size and loation of faes and aptions. We argue that
suh lassi�ations are highly domain-dependent, and are best handled
using exible knowledge management systems (in our ase, a desription
logis).

1 Introdution

Classifying shots based on their visual ontent is an important step toward
higher-level segmentation of a video into meaningful units suh as stories in
broadast news or senes in omedy and drama. Earlier work on the subjet has
shown that shot similarity based on global features suh as duration and olor
ould be eÆient in limited ases [14,1℄. More reent work tends to highlight
the limits of suh tehniques, and to emphasize more spei� features, suh as
aption and fae sizes and loations [11,12,9℄.

Captions and faes are powerful video indexes, given that they give generally
a lue about the video ontent. In video segmentation, they may help to �nd
program boundaries, by deteting sript lines and to selet more meaningful
keyframes ontaining textual data and/or himan faes. Automati detetion of
programs, suh as TV Commerials or news, beomes possible using loation
and size of text.

One important issue that is not dealt with by previous work is the neessity
of exploiting domain knowledge, whih may only be available at run-time. In
this paper, we establish a lear-ut separation between feature extration whih
is based on generi tools (fae detetion, aption detetion) and lassi�ation,
whih is based on heuristi, domain-spei� rules. With examples drawn from
real broadast news , we ilustrate how suh lasses an be organized into tax-
onomies, and used as indexes in large audiovisual olletions.



2 Desription logi databases.

We use the CLASSIC Desription Logis system [2℄ as a representation for both
the image lasses and the image observations, whih are obtained through video
analysis. CLASSIC represents lasses as onepts whih an be primitive or de-

�ned. Primitive onepts are only represented with neessary onditions. We use
them to represent event lasses whih are diretly observable : shots, keyframes,
faes and aptions. The neessary onditions determine the inferenes whih
an be drawn in suh lasses : for instane, shot have at least one keyframe,
keyframes may have faes or aptions. De�ned onepts are represented with
both neessary and suÆient onditions. Therefore, lass membership an be
inferred automatially for de�ned onepts. In this paper, we fous on de�ned
onepts for keyframe and shot lasses. Relations between onepts are alled
roles, and one important role between audiovisual events is ontainment (part-of
role). Conepts and roles are organized in taxonomies, suh as the one shown in
Fig.1, whih ontains both primitive and de�ned onepts implemented in our
urrent prototype.
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Figure1. A taxonomy of image regions, keyframes and shots. Context-spei� lasses
are de�ned in terms of more generi lasses using subsumption and part-of links.

3 Feature extration

In general, a shot an be represented synthetially by a small number of stati
keyframes. We selet keyframes by lustering them based on their olor ontent,
and deiding on the right number of lusters, based on a loal test performed



during shot detetion. The video segmentation and keyframe extration tools of
DIVAN have been desribed elsewhere [3℄, and we fous here on the tehniques
used to detet faes and aptions.

3.1 Fae detetion

Faes appearing in video frames are deteted using a novel and eÆient method
that we presented in details in [7℄. The proposed sheme is designed for human
faes detetion in olor images under non-onstrained sene onditions, suh as
the presene of a omplex bakground and unontrolled illumination. Color lus-
tering and �ltering using approximations of the HSV skin olor subspaes are
applied on the original image, providing quantized skin olor regions whih are
iteratively merged in order to provide a set of andidate fae areas. Constraints
related to shape and fae texture analysis are applied, by performing a wavelet
paket deomposition on eah fae area andidate and extrating simple statisti-
al features suh as standard deviation. Compat and meaningful feature vetors
are built with these statistial features. Then, the Bhattaharrya distane is used
for lassifying the feature vetors into fae or non-fae areas, using some proto-
type fae area vetors, aquired in a previous training stage. For a data set of
100 images with 104 faes overing most of the ases of human faes appearane,
a 94:23% good detetion rate, 20 false alarms and a 5:76% false dismissals rate
were obtained.

3.2 Caption detetion

Our method for aption detetion is espeially designed for being applied to
the diÆult ase where text is superimposed on olor images with ompliated
bakground and is desribed in [8℄. Our goal is to minimize the number of false
alarms and to binarize eÆiently the deteted text areas so that they an be
proessed by standard OCR software. First, potential areas of text are deteted
by enhanement and lustering proesses, onsidering most of onstraints related
to the texture of words. Then, lassi�ation and binarization of potential text
areas are ahieved in a single sheme performing olor quantization and hara-
ters periodiity analysis. First results using a data set of 200 images ontaining
480 lines of text with harater sizes ranging from 8 to 30, are very enouraging.
Our algorithm deteted 93% of the lines and binarize them with an estimated
good readability rate of 82%. An overall number of 23 false alarms have been
found, in areas with ontrasted repetitive texture.

4 Shot lassi�ation

The automati detetion of human faes and textual information provides users
with powerful indexing apaities of the video material. Frames ontaining de-
teted faes or text areas may be searhed aording to the number, the sizes,
or the positions of these features, looking for spei� lasses of senes. Number



Figure2. Some results of fae and text detetion.

and size of deteted faes may haraterize a big audiene (multiple faes), an
interview (two medium size faes) or a lose-up view of a speaker (a large size
fae). Loation and size of text areas helps in haraterizing the video ontent
espeially in news. In this setion, we explain in more details how suh shot
lasses an be de�ned, and their instanes reognized automatially, in a DL
framework.

4.1 Fae lasses

The �rst axis for shot lassi�ation is the apparent size of the deteted faes.
Faes are an important semanti marker in images, and they also serve as a very
intuitive and immediate spatial referene. With respet to the human �gure,
inematographers use a voabulary of ommon framings, alled 'shot values'
from whih we have seleted �ve lasses, orrresponding to ases where the fae
an be seen and deteted learly. They range from the lose-up (CU), where the
fae oupies approximately half of the sreen, to the long shot (LS), where the
human �gure is seen entirely, and the fae oupies around ten perent of the



sreen. Intermediate shot values are the medium shot (MS), the medium-lose-up
(MCU) and the medium-long-shot (MLS) [13℄.

Shot value lasses are usually de�ned in relative and impreise terms, based
on the distane of the subjet to the amera. In order to provide a quantita-
tive de�nition, we use the fat that in television and �lm, the apparent size of
faes on the sreen vary inversely with their distane to the amera (perspetive
shortening). We therefore ompute the quantity d = FrameWidth

FaeWidth
and lassi�y

the fae regions aording to �ve overlapping bins, based on a uniform quanti-
zation of d in the range of [0; 12℄ (see Table 1). Note that this is onsistent with
the resolution used (MPEG-1 video with 22 marobloks per line).

The �ve fae lasses shown in Fig.1 follow immediately from the orrespon-
dane shown in Table 1. Given suh lasses, it is possible to de�ne keyframe
lasses based on the number and size of their deteted faes. When all faes are
in a given lass (mu-fae) then the keyframe itself an be quali�ed (mu-frame).
Note that in the ase of multiple fae lasses, we do not attempt to lassify the
keyframe. But using overlapping fae value lasses allows us to automatially
lassify the frame into the ommon lass of all its deteted faes, in most pra-
tial ases.

Value CU MCU MS MLS LS

Size 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/8 1/10

Range d � 4 2 � d � 6 4 � d � 8 6 � d � 10 8 � d

Table1. Fae sizes, distanes and shot values.

4.2 Caption lasses

While faes are lassi�ed aording to their dimension, aptions are best lassi�ed
aording to their position on the sreen. In many ontexts, suh as broadast
news, the aption loation determines the semanti lass of the aption text. As
an example, Fig.2 shows examples of three aption lasses : topial (enter-left
aption), personal (bottom aption) and loational (upper-left aption). In this
ase, we therefore de�ne three aption lasses based on simple geometri tests
for bottom, upper-left and enter-left aptions, as we did with faes. But we
propagate the lass memberships from aptions to frames and shots in a very
di�erent way from what did with shot values, beause in this ase the presene
of a single enter-left aption suÆes to lassify the frame as a topial keyframe,
and the shot as a topial shot. Sine CLASSIC does not provide the existential
operator, this is done with a speial-purpose propagation rule, triggered for all
enter-left aptions.



4.3 Shot lasses

Shot lassi�ation immediately follows from keyframe lassi�ation in the ase
of simple shots (shots with exatly one keyframe). Shots ontaining more than
one keyframe are quali�ed as omposite shots and are only lassi�ed as CU,
MCU, et. when all their keyframes are in the same lass. In all other ases,
we leave them unlassi�ed, for lak of more spei� information. Curiously, this
limitation oinides with limitations of CLASSIC itself, whih an only handle
onjontions of role restritions, but not negations or disjuntions. In the future,
we will investigate other DL systems to overome this limitation. As another
extension, we are urrently developping a onstraint-based temporal reasoning
system on top of CLASSIC, whih will allow us to de�ne and lassify a omposite
shot as a zoom in from MS to CU [4℄.

In some ontexts, suh as broadast news or sports, more speialized shot
lasses an be de�ned, using simple ombinations of the previously introdued
lasses. For instane, an interview shot an be de�ned as a one-shot whih is both
an MCU-shot and a personal-shot. A reporter shot an be de�ned similarly, as a
one-shot, MCU, loational shot. And an anhor shot an be de�ned as a one-shot,
MCU, topial shot. While suh lasses are only valid within a partiular ontext,
they allow useful inferenes, espeially when dealing with large olletions of very
similar television broadasts.

5 Experimental results and further work

Our shot lassi�ation system has been tested as part of the DiVAN prototype.
DiVAN is a ditributed audiovisual arhive network whih uses advaned video
segmentation tehniques to failitate the task of doumentalists, who annotate
the video ontents with time-oded desriptions. In our experiments, the video is
proessed sequentially, from segmentation to feature extration, to shot lassi�-
ation and sene groupings, without human intervention, based on a preompiled
shot taxonomy representing the available knowledge about a olletion of related
television programs.

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6
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Table2. Shot lassi�ation results for Fig.2

In Fig.2, we present some results of the proposed fae and text detetion
algorithms. The �rst line shows typial examples of multiple faes in the sene



and lose-up view of a fae. The other examples illustrate the ase of fae and text
detetion appearing in the same frame. Table 2 shows the lassi�ation results
for those shots. In those examples, it should be noted that multiple or even
oniting interpretations (suh as Interview and Reporter shot) are allowed. We
believe that suh ambiguities an only be resolved by adding more knowledge
and more features into the system.

One way of adding suh knowledge is to go from detetion to reognition.
Fae and aption reognition enable more powerful indexing apaities, suh as
indexing sports programs by sore �gures and player names, or indexing news
by person and plae names. When deteted faes are reognized and assoiated
automatially with textual information like in the systems Name-it [10℄ or Pi-
tion [5℄, potential appliations suh as news video viewer providing desription
of the displayed faes, news text browser giving faial information, or automated
video annotation generators for faes are possible.

In order to implement suh apabilities, we are developing an algorithm ded-
iated to fae reognition when faes are large enough and in a semi-frontal
position [6℄. This algorithm uses diretly the features extrated in the dete-
tion stage. As an addition, our algorithm for text detetion [8℄ inludes a text
binarization stage that makes the use of standard OCR software possible. We
are also urrently ompleting our study by using a standard OCR software for
text reognition. With those apabilities, we will be able to extend the number
of shot lasses reognized by our system, to reognize shot sequenes, suh as
shot-reverse-shots, and to resolve ambiguous ases, suh as determining whether
two keyframes ontain the same faes or not (within a shot boundary).

6 Conlusions

Based on extrated faes and aptions, we have been able to build some useful
lasses for desribing television images. The desription logi framework used
allows us to easily speialize and extend the taxonomies. Classi�ation of new
instanes is performed using a ombination of numerial methods and symboli
reasoning, and allows us to always store the most spei� desriptions for shots or
groups of shots, based on the available knowledge and feature-based information.
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